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of our people,
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Welcome
The quality of Ireland’s water
environment and water services is
of utmost importance to the wellbeing
of our people, our environment,
our economy and our culture.
An Fóram Uisce is the only statutory stakeholder
forum in Ireland charged with responsibility for advising on
policies in relation to our water environment and water services,
liaising directly with the various Government Departments,
Environmental Protection Agency, Commission for Regulation
of Utilities and Irish Water as well as engaging with our citizens.

The purpose of this Strategy is to identify key goals and
actions which An Fóram considers necessary in order to
protect and restore our waters to good quality and further,
to ensure that Ireland has sustainable water supply and waste
water services.

An Fóram’s primary message is that each and every
citizen, consumer, service provider and agency within the
country shares the responsibility for protecting and restoring
our waters. Working together, we can make a difference to
the quality and sustainability of our most precious resource.
December 2018
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The Water Forum

A little about us

28

We are the only independent
statutory stakeholder body

advising on water issues

members
including representatives
from a wide range of
organisations with direct
connections to issues
relating to water quality
and public water
consumers

We provide a unifying
platform for multiple
interests to work

together in a
collaborative
manner

Our vision
is for Ireland
to have clean

and healthy waters,
capable of supporting
biodiversity and
providing the basis
for a positive and
healthy economic
and cultural life

stakeholder input
into decision making
regarding water as
a national
asset

enhancing public
engagement
on all matters
concerning water
and water quality

An Fóram is an

independent entity
We aim to

Our purpose is to
provide a vehicle
for strengthening

Our remit includes

increase public
consciousness
of the vulnerability of our
water resource and on the
interplay between individual
behaviour, community,
sectoral and societal norms
and national policies

and has the discretion
to determine its own
work programme

We endeavour to

inspire, inform,
educate and
challenge all
stakeholders

We are responsible for advising on policy
regarding regarding drinking water, lakes,
rivers, groundwaters and coastal waters
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Foreword
An Fóram Uisce was established as a statutory body in June
2018 having been provided for in the Water Services Act
2017. The purpose of An Fóram is to provide a vehicle for
strengthening democratic input into our decision making
regarding water as a fundamental national asset. Such
decisions are pivotal not only to society today but to the
wider ecosystem and to posterity.
The global and national
environmental challenge is multi
dimensional. It includes global
warming and climate change; the
loss of biodiversity; the acidification
of the oceans and the persistent
decline in the quality of ground
water and surface water bodies.
These challenges become manifest
in critical weather events, in geopolitical conflict, in food security,
in urban planning and in the broad
thrust of economic opportunity and
direction.
These challenges mean that the
environmental question becomes
central in all elements of global
decision making and national policy.
Against this backdrop, An Fóram
provides a mechanism for feeding
into the debate amongst stakeholders
at national level. It does this by
facilitating the sharing of information
and perspectives; enhancing
understanding and enriching policy
formation.
There is also a need for greater
public awareness on the centrality of
high quality water, both as an end in
itself but also as a barometer of the
wider environmental and eco system
health. An Fóram aims to increase the
consciousness of the public of the
vulnerability of our water resource and
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on the interplay between individual
behaviour, community, sectoral and
societal norms and national policies.
In advising the Minister on objectives,
approaches and initiatives relevant to
the attainment of good status in our
water bodies, An Fóram is charged
with taking on board the sometimes
different or competing interests of its
stakeholders while never departing
from the core objective of water
quality enhancement.
An Fóram must constantly challenge
itself to bring added value to this
national project,complementing
and critiquing the work of the many
statutory bodies with a role in this
field. Its diverse, interdisciplinary
composition lends it a particular
strength in this regard. Thus, it
can contribute to the debate and
the decision making on priorities;
heighten public awareness of the
water quality challenge through the
many organisations represented
on it; secure organisational buyin or stakeholder consensus on
conservation initiatives which might
otherwise encounter public resistance
and point to policy options which
might not otherwise arise.
If An Fóram, however, is to transcend
the role of a brokerage function
between competing interests, it

must be motivated by an ethos of
commitment to public service in its
broadest sense and by the realisation
of the holistic nature of the eco
system which means that all individual
acts either detract from or enhance
the health of the totality.
Ireland has an extensive and
impressive array of scientific/research
and regulatory bodies and capability
in the environmental domain. As
the inter relationships between the
different elements of environmental
degradation become manifest, the
need for integration and cohesion
between these bodies, policy makers
and the public becomes all the more
pressing. This integration begins with
a conversation and cannot happen
without such a conversation. An
Fóram considers that a key part of its
job is to ensure that this conversation
happens.
Dr. Tom Collins
Chairperson

The Water Forum

An Fóram provides a
mechanism for feeding
into the debate amongst
stakeholders at national
level. It does this by
facilitating the sharing
of information and
perspectives; enhancing
understanding and
enriching policy formation.
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28

members
nominated by

50

organisations

Introduction
to An Fóram Uisce
An Fóram Uisce was established in June 2018* in accordance with the Water
Services Act 2017 to provide a platform for public engagement on all matters
relating to water as an environmental, social and economic resource and in
the roll out of the River Basin Management Plan for Ireland (2018 – 2021).
* An Fóram Uisce was established in April 2017 initially on an administrative basis, to provide a platform for public engagement in the drafting
and implementation of the River Basin Management Plan for Ireland (2018 – 2021) and on all matters relating to water as an environmental,
social and economic resource. Subsequently, the Water Services Act 2017 provided for the establishment of An Fóram on a statutory basis.
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The Water Forum

An Fóram is the only statutory body
representative of all stakeholders
with an interest in the quality of
Ireland’s water bodies. It consists of
28 members including representatives
from a wide range of organisations
with direct connections to issues
relating to water quality and
also public water consumers.

An Fóram is an
independent entity
and has the discretion to
determine its own work
programme and means
of communicating its
views and analysis.

Approximately 50 different
organisations were involved in
the nomination of the members.
In accordance with the requirements
of the Water Services Act 2017, An
Fóram has advisory roles in relation to
the Minister for Housing, Planning and
Local Government, Irish Water, the
Commission for Regulation of Utilities
and also the Water Policy Advisory
Committee.
An Fóram provides an opportunity for
stakeholders to debate and analyse a
range of issues with regard to water
quality, rural water concerns, issues
affecting customers of Irish Water
and the implementation of the Water
Framework Directive and the River
Basin Management Plan for Ireland
2018 – 2021.

An Fóram is an independent entity
and has the discretion to determine its
own work programme and means of
communicating its views and analysis.
The Water Services Act 2017 provides
the statutory basis for An Fóram. The
Act also provides for the dissolution
of the Public Water Forum (whose
remit was primarily concerned with
issues pertinent to Irish Water and the
Regulator) and the National Rural
Water Services Committee (the
committee for addressing issues
regarding rural water), with their
functions being incorporated
into An Fóram.
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Our vision
An Fóram Uisce has defined its vision
where Ireland will have clean and
healthy waters, capable of supporting
biodiversity and providing the basis for
a positive and healthy economic and
cultural life.

Clean
Waters
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Vibrant
Biodiversity

Healthy
Communities

Strong
Economy

The Water Forum

Our mission
We will ensure that all stakeholders are regularly reminded of
our vision and their role in achieving and supporting same.
We will provide a unifying platform for multiple and sometimes
competing interests to work together in a collaborative manner,
and drawing on each other’s expertise and experience, address
the many challenges to the vision.
We will endeavour to inspire, inform, educate and challenge
all stakeholders in matters relevant to the vision.
Based on our understanding of this vision and having regard to
our interactions with stakeholders, make recommendations
regarding the on-going development of national policies and
strategies in relation to all water issues.
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Context
The recent reforms to the water sector in Ireland are
dominated by the establishment of Irish Water as a single
public utility, putting in place a Regulator for water services
and the rollout of the second cycle River Basin Management
Plan for Ireland 2018-2021. The reforms have continued to
be elaborated and extended through the Water Services Act
2017 and the Governments Water Services Policy Statement
launched in May, 2018.
The Public Water Forum, which
was established in 2015 as a
national stakeholder forum, was
an important addition to the water
services landscape in facilitating
stakeholder engagement on the
reforms associated with the
establishment of Irish Water
and the Water Regulator.
The National Rural Water Services
Committee operated on a nonstatutory and statutory basis for
over 20 years addressing the issues
associated with rural water services.
With the enactment of the Water
Services Act 2017, An Fóram Uisce
has replaced both the Public Water
Forum and the National Rural Water
Services Committee and is now
the only independent statutory
stakeholder body advising on the
full range of water issues from
catchment management to water
supply services.

Water Services Act 2017
The Water Services Act, 2017 gave
statutory effect to An Fóram Uisce
with specific oversight responsibilities.

The functions of An Fóram as set
out in the Act can be summarised
as follows:
• Advise the Minister on water policy
having regard to, amongst other
things, water conservation, rural
water services and the interests of
the customers of Irish Water;
• Make recommendations to
Irish Water in relation to the
performance of its functions
and when requested, on any policy
document prepared by Irish Water;
• Advise and provide observations
to the Commission for the
Regulation of Utilities (CRU) in
regard to the performance of
Irish Water of its functions and
when requested, on any of its
consultation documents in respect
of water services;
• Advise the Water Policy Advisory
Committee (WPAC)* in relation to
the River Basin Management Plan
(RBMP) and its implementation
and on matters pertaining to the
objectives of the Water Framework
Directive and on matters related
to the management of inland
aquatic environmental and
water resources;

*T
 he Water Policy Advisory Committee (WPAC) was established under S.I. No. 350 of 2014
to support and advise the Minister on the development of the RBMP.
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The Water Forum

An Fóram Uisce has
replaced both the Public
Water Forum and the
National Rural Water
Services Committee
Strategy 2018 – 2021 / 11
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The role of An
Fóram is that of a
strong independent
stakeholder body
contributing to
water policy

• E
 xamine such other water-related
matters as the Minister requests
An Fóram to examine and to advise
the Minister accordingly.
Notwithstanding the particular
functions outlined above, it is
understood the Act is not limiting or
restricting in any way in relation to the
work of An Fóram in contributing to
the water reform agenda.
In summary, the role of An Fóram is that
of a strong independent stakeholder
body contributing to water policy
through research, informed
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commentary, awareness and education
programmes and campaigns,
providing recommendations on the
performance of Irish Water and the
interests of its customers, advising on
the implementation of the River Basin
Management Plan and also on the
aquatic environment and water
resource issues covered by other
EU Directives.

Water Services Policy
Statement 2018 – 2025
Launched in May, 2018, the Water
Services Policy Statement sets out
the Government’s high level water

policy objectives across key
thematic areas of:
• Quality;
• Conservation;
• Future proofing.
The Statement refers to the role
of An Fóram as follows:
•	An Fóram Uisce has a specific
role in examining and making
recommendations on further
strategic responses to water
conservation;
•	An Fóram provides a platform for
public engagement and debate
on all matters relating to water

The Water Forum

transparency, accountability,
stakeholder engagement and public
communication in the effective
delivery of water services.

River Basin Management
Plan 2018-2021
The River Basin Management Plan
contains a national overview of the
risk assessment of water bodies which
has been carried out in recent years,
together with as assessment of the
significant environmental pressures
identified as part of that process. The
Plan sets out the various measures
which must be undertaken in order
to protect and improve water bodies
and identifies the various programmes
(existing and new) within which these
measure will be taken. The Plan
also refers to the need for further
investigation where the cause of
impact on water status is not fully
known.
The public consultation process
undertaken in developing the RBMP
identified the need to improve
approaches to, and structures
for, communication and public
engagement. The The Local Authority
Waters Programme (LAWPRO) has
been established and has been given
a specific role in ensuring public and
stakeholder engagement with regard
to the implementation of measures at
catchment level.

as an environmental, social and
economic resource, as an
input into water policy;
•	It also adds that An Fóram is
intended to provide a strong,
independent voice on water
policy issues and has discretion
to determine its own work
programme and means of
communicating its views
and analysis.
The Statement has also set down
high level principles to guide the
reform of the water services sector
including:

•	Fair and efficient delivery of services
with a customer focus;
•	Priority health and environmental
quality outcomes;
•	Supporting partnership and
stakeholder engagement.
In this context it notes the
requirements under law for Irish
Water, the CRU, the EPA, and
local authorities, who deliver or
regulate water services, to consult
closely with stakeholders and the
general public. It adds An Fóram
Uisce, along with other Bodies,
is a key contributor in improving

An Fóram is one of a number of
bodies with a particular remit in
enhancing public engagement on
all matters concerning water and
water quality. Specifically with regard
to the RBMP, while LAWPRO has a
catchment specific focus, An Fóram’s
focus is a national one in which all
key stakeholders attempt to capture a
shared view of the issues and develop
an agreed national approach to
addressing these issues.
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Strategic priorities
2018 – 2021
In determining our strategic priorities we have had regard to our
statutory role and also the role and functions of other organisations
and agencies. The focus of our work will be on addressing gaps
and adding value to water related policy and issues in facilitating a
dynamic interplay between and within science, policy, programme
delivery and stakeholders.
Our work will assist in advising on national policy in relation to
our water environment and water services; in promoting public
awareness on the vulnerability of the water resource and thereby
supporting behavioural and attitude change.
An Fóram has identified seven strategic themes on which
it will focus its attention during the next three years.
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The Water Forum

Our seven strategic themes

1

 dvising the Minister and supporting the debate on
A
the formulation of national policies relating to water.

2

Promoting water conservation and informing
relevant national policy.

3

 eviewing and advising, on an on-going basis,
R
on the implementation of the River Basin
Management Plan for Ireland 2018-2021
and the Water Framework Directive.

4

 roviding recommendations on the performance
P
of Irish Water with particular reference to the
interests of the consumers of Irish Water.

5

Supporting and reviewing the provision and
development of Rural Water Services and issues
pertaining to private supplies.

6

L eading a programme of public awareness and
education on the value of water.

7

Supporting and promoting public consultation
and engagement on all matters relevant to water.
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Lead the debate on
water in Ireland

1

An Fóram has a key role to play in leading the debate amongst
stakeholders on the formulation of national policies on water
and must also advise the Minister for Housing, Planning and
Local Government in relation to a range of water-related issues.

GOALS
1

I dentify and action specific key
policy issues arising from the
drafting and implementation
of the River Basin Management
Plan 2018/2021.

2

Consider and make
recommendations in relation
to all relevant statutory (and
as appropriate non-statutory)
public consultation processes
on water related themes.
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3

Make recommendations with
regard to improvements
in public consultation and
engagement processes
in relation to the water
environment.

4

 dvise the Minister on policy
A
initiatives including the
following 5 key thematic areas
which An Fóram has identified
as priorities:
– Source protection;
– Invasive species;
– High status water bodies;
– Physical alterations to water
bodies;
– Nutrient pollution.

5

 ct as the interlocutor between
A
the science community
and the public in advancing
communication and mutual
understanding between these
two worlds.

1

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
1

2

 ecure appropriate resources
S
and personnel as are
necessary in order to support
the development of policy
recommendations to the
Minister in relation to the five
key thematic areas listed above.
Prepare policy
recommendations and
submissions in relation to all
relevant water related statutory
consultation processes.

3

Design mechanisms to receive
feedback on and to assess the
impact of our submissions on
policy decisions.

4

Prepare recommendations with
regard to the establishment of a
shared portal to act as a single
point of reference for all water
related public consultation
processes.

5

 ngage with public and
E
state agencies, regulatory
and research/scientific
bodies (including Irish Water,
Government Departments,
EPA and LAWPRO) in order to
improve advanced information
on public consultation
processes.
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2

Promote water
conservation and resilience
An Fóram has an important role in relation to promoting
water conservation and resilience and also informing
relevant national policy.

GOALS
1

Engage with relevant agencies
and citizens in order to improve
water conservation in private
and public infrastructure.
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2

Encourage the development
and implementation of
alternative water sources/
technologies to assist with
water conservation (e.g. water
re-use, rain water harvesting,
use of grey water etc).

3

Lead a national programme
which will advise, inform and
encourage water conservation.

2

1

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
Engage with relevant
departments and Irish Water
regarding the completion
of the installation of water
meters in order to assist water
conservation measures.

2

Liaise with relevant
Departments, EPA and
Irish Water in order to coordinate the development
and implementation of a
programme of alternative
water sources and
technologies.

3

L iaise with relevant Departments
with regard to strengthening
legislative provisions to support
and secure water conservation
measures.



4

Assess current public
education/awareness
programmes, identify gaps and
develop further programmes
to address same, working
in partnership with current
programme providers and
statutory agencies.
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Review and advise on
policy implementation

3

An Fóram has specific responsibilities in relation to the
on-going review of the implementation of the River Basin
Management Plan for Ireland 2018 – 2021 and also for
elements of the Water Framework Directive.

GOALS
1

2

Develop a process for the ongoing monitoring by An Fóram
of the implementation of the
measures identified in the River
Basin Management Plan and for
developing a public information
programme regarding its
implementation.
 ssess these measures in the
A
context of improving water
quality and with reference to
the Water Framework Directive.
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3

Raise any emerging
concerns with regard to the
implementation processes set
out in the plan.

4

Working from an integrated
catchment management
approach, reflect on
the effectiveness of
governance structures in
the implementation of the
RBMP and on the possibility
for multiple benefits – linking
water with food production,
biodiversity and integrated
land management – which
emerge from such an
integrated approach.

5

I dentify emphases and issues
for inclusion in the 3rd Cycle
River Basin Management
Planning process, with reference
to the foregoing.

3

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
1

Drawing on the work of the
EPA, the National Coordination
& Management Committee
(NCMC) and the Water Policy
Advisory Committee (WPAC),
develop:
– an effective mechanism
whereby An Fóram is in a
position to assess progress
on the implementation
of the River Basin
Management Plan and;
– an effective method for
An Fóram to gauge the
progress and success of
implementation based on
relevant key performance
indicators.

2

 onduct an evaluation of
C
the effectiveness of various
catchment governance
models, particularly of River
Trusts, in securing catchment
enhancement on a broad range
of criteria – environmental,
social, economic and cultural.

3

I dentify and make
recommendations in relation
to issues which should be
included in the 3rd cycle River
Basin Management Plan.
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4

Provide recommendations on
the performance of Irish Water
An Fóram is required to make recommendations to Irish Water
and also the Commission for Regulation of Utilities in relation
to the performance of Irish Water. It also has a role in relation
to promoting the interests of the consumers of Irish Water.

GOALS
1

2

Ensure that consumer and
stakeholder concerns and
considerations, as represented
within An Fóram, are
communicated to Irish
Water in a timely manner.
Review the implementation
by Irish Water of its various
work programmes.
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3

Consider Irish Water’s Eastern
and Midlands Water Project
and make recommendations
with regard to same.

4

Assess and critique water
conservations plans to reduce
leakage having regard to
international best practice.

5

Provide an input in relation
to the Water (Environment)
Abstractions legislation, having
regard to the particular positions
of the stakeholders on An
Fóram.

4

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
1

Arrange for regular briefings
with Irish Water in relation to
their various work programmes
and prepare formal submissions
as necessary.

2

Engage with the CRU in its
Review of Irish Water’s proposed
approach to the Water Supply
Project – Eastern and Midlands.

3

Obtain relevant information
pertinent to water
conservation measures
(leakage reduction) and assess
same against best practice and
prepare recommendations with
regard to same.

4

Engage with the Department
of Housing, Planning and Local
Government with regard to
proposed Water (Environment)
Abstractions legislation.
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Support and monitor
rural water services

5

An Fóram has taken on the role of the former
National Rural Water Services Committee in relation
to supporting and monitoring rural water services.

GOALS
1

Engage with County
Rural Water Committees,
advising them of our role and
responsibilities and identifying
issues of concern for them.
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2

Engage with the Department
of Housing, Planning and
Local Government in relation
to rural water investment needs
(water supply and waste water
treatment).

3

Employ expertise to provide
advice and guidance to An
Fóram in relation to rural water
services (including capital
investment, water quality, water
conservation and consumer
interests).

5
1

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
 et up a communication
S
mechanism with the County
Rural Water Committees
– advising them of the
membership, roles and
responsibilities of An Fóram in
the context of rural water.

2

Communicate with rural
water stakeholders in relation
to key measures on water
conservation, source protection,
rationalisation of services
and waste water treatment
innovations (including in single
house settings).



3

4

Develop best practice guidance
on successful initiatives for rural
water and waste water services.

5

Liaise with the Department of
Housing, Planning and Local
Government regarding the
work of the Rural Water Services
Working Group.

Appoint an advisor to An
Fóram on rural and public
water services.
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 ead public awareness
L
and education
An Fóram has a very significant role in the context
of leading a programme of public awareness and
education on the value of water.

GOALS
1

Lead on the development
of an awareness and education
programme in relation to all
the significant issues pertaining
to our water environment and
consequently our water services
including water pollution, water
conservation, sustainable use
of water.
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2

Identify opportunities for
co-operation and sharing of
resources in relation to:
– Translating and socialising
the science for public
dissemination;
– Communicating relevant
information amongst
and between the various
bodies and the public;
– Exploring policy
implementation relevance.

6

6

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
1

In liaising with relevant agencies,
including the Department of
Housing, Planning and Local
Government, Irish Water, the
EPA and LAWPRO, put in place
the resources and material
necessary to commence
an awareness/education
programme.

2

Arrange for a research
programme, in conjunction
with third level education
providers, to progress public
awareness issues in relation
to water.

3

Seek out opportunities to link
in with existing community
based programmes (e.g. tidy
towns, green schools etc).
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Support and promote
public consultation
An Fóram has an important role in relation to
supporting and promoting public consultation
and engagement on all matters relevant to water.

GOALS
1

Consider and recommend
possible improvements
in public consultation and
engagement processes
with regard to water and
catchment management.
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2

Consider and recommend
on improvements to the
consultation and engagement
process in relation to cycle 3
of River Basin Management
Plan 2021-2025.

7

7

The Water Forum

ACTIONS
1

Engage with on-going
developments of a web-based
platform for e-consultation.

2

Commission a research piece
involving an overview, critique
and effectiveness on public
engagement and propose a
process of engagement to
An Fóram.

3

Conduct a national opinion
poll on attitudes to water
including knowledge of existing
measures, successes and
failures.
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Structures and
resources to support
the work of An Fóram
Membership and meeting
arrangements

in relation to its meetings and
secretariat functions.

An Fóram is currently comprised of 28
members (including its Chairperson)
and meets every six weeks. An Fóram
has adopted its own Standing Orders
and Terms of Reference based on
the provisions of the Water Services
Act 2017. The terms of office and
membership of An Fóram is governed
by relevant legislation.

As An Fóram becomes more
established and, in order to effectively
implement this Strategy, it will be
necessary for the funding given to
An Fóram to be increased in order
to provide for the necessary
resources it requires.

An Fóram has established a Water
Services Standing Committee to
address An Fóram’s work in relation
to water and waste water services.
That committee has its own chair
and reports directly to An Fóram. An
Fóram has also established working
groups to focus and report on
particular issues. An Fóram receives
its funding from the Department
of Housing, Planning and Local
Government. In its establishment
year, this funding supported the
expenses incurred by An Fóram

As An Fóram becomes more
established and, in order to
effectively implement this
Strategy, it will be necessary
for the funding given to An
Fóram to be increased in order
to provide for the necessary
resources it requires.
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Secretariat requirements
In developing this Strategy,
An Fóram has identified 5 key
posts which are required:
•	Chief Executive Officer;
•	Technical Lead – Catchment
Management and Water Services;
•	Communications and
Education Lead;
•	Research Lead;
•	Clerical Officer.

Chief Executive Officer
The primary role of the CEO is to
ensure that the mission and strategic
objectives contained in An Fóram’s
Strategic Policy are delivered through
the effective use of resources in terms
of staff, budgets and governance. The
CEO will report to An Fóram through
the Chair who, acting on behalf of An
Fóram, is responsible for the oversight
of the mission and key deliverables
through delegation
to the CEO.

Technical Lead – Catchment
Management and Water Services
The primary role of the Catchment
Management and Water Services

Officer is to support and advise
An Fóram in relation to the
implementation of the River Basin
Management Plan for Ireland 2018
-2021 (2nd cycle) and contributing
to the preparation of the 3rd cycle
plan; to make recommendations
to An Fóram in terms of its advice
to Minister for Housing, Planning
and Local Government in relation
to water policy including water
conservation, rural water services
and the interests of customers of
Irish Water; to support An Fóram in
relation to the development of its
recommendations to Irish Water
regarding its performance and; to
support An Fóram in relation to
its role in advising and providing
observations to the Commission for
the Regulation of Utilities(the CRU)
regarding the performance by Irish
Water of its functions.

Communications and
Education Lead
The primary role of the
Communications and Education
Officer is to advise and assist An
Fóram to engage proactively with the
public on all aspects of catchment
protection and water quality
enhancements, and to develop
with An Fóram a comprehensive
communications and education
strategy incorporating public
awareness, engagement and
education strands. This officer will
also be responsible for developing
and implementing An Fóram’s public
relations/engagement strategy.

The Water Forum

An Fóram has
28 members,
representing a
wide range of
organisations with
direct connections
to issues relating
to water quality
and public water
consumers.
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Research Lead
The primary role of the Research Lead
is to guide and advise An Fóram on
its role in providing a level of thought
leadership with regard to high priority
issues which impact on water quality
and catchment management. This
officer will manage An Fóram’s
processes in identifying such priority
areas and actioning research or other
initiatives as to advance thinking and
policy development with regard to
these priorities.

Clerical Officer
The primary role of the Clerical
Office is to provide clerical and
administrative support to the CEO and
other staff members,
as required.

Membership of An Fóram
An Fóram has 28 members,
including its Chair (December
2018) representing a wide range of
organisations with direct connections
to issues relating to water quality and
also public water consumers.

Agriculture
•	Thomas Cooney (IFA)
•	Derrie Dillon (Macra)
•	Denis Drennan (ICMSA)
•	Michael Spellman (ICOS)

Funding Requirements and Arrangements
An Fóram will require its own offices and has decided that same will be
located within County Tipperary for the duration of this Strategy.
The Secretariat will identify appropriate premises, subject to the
approval of An Fóram.
In addition to its secretariat and staffing requirements, An Fóram
will also require funding for its public consultation and information
programme and further funding will be required to provide for specific
research programmes.
The budget set for 2018 was c300,000 and it is intended to seek
incremental increases in same for 2019-2021 as is required to support
the implementation of this Strategy.
On completion of this Strategy, An Fóram will enter into discussions
with officials in the Department of Housing, Planning and Local
Government in order to secure such funding as is required in order to
provide the necessary resources. To this end, An Fóram will enter into a
Memorandum of Funding Arrangements with the Department in order
to formalise the funding arrangements.
In addition to same, An Fóram will enter into a Memorandum of
Understanding with Tipperary County Council for the purposes of
facilitating An Fóram’s secretariat arrangements (financial systems,
recruitment and payroll requirements, ICT backup and leasing
arrangements).

Education

Rivers Trusts

•	Dr. Suzanne Linnane (DKIT)

•	Dr. Thomas Harrington (Maigue RT)

Environment

Rural Water
•	Barry Deane (NFGWS)
•	Jean Rosney (NFGWS)

Community and Voluntary

•	Bernadette Connolly
(Cork Env Forum)
•	Ollan Herr (ZWAI)
•	Mindy O’Brien (Voice Ireland)
•	Sinead O’Brien (SWAN)
•	Charles Stanley-Smith (An Taisce)

•	Gerald Quain (Irish Rural Link)
•	David Wright (Voluntary Sector)

Fisheries/Aquaculture

Angling and Water Sports
•	Dr. Tim Butter (Water Sports)
•	Martin McEnroe (Angling)

Business
•	Neil Walker (Ibec)

Social Housing
•	Kevin Ryan (ICSH)

Trade Unions
•	Liam Berney (ICTU)

•	Patrick Murphy

Consumers
•	Keith Hyland
(Irish Water Consumer)
•	Laurie Kearon
(Irish Water Consumer)
•	Connie Rochford
(Irish Water Consumer)
•	Jonathan Small (CCPC)
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Forestry
•	Brendan Fitzsimons
(Tree Council of Ireland)

Tourism
•	Tim Fenn (IHF)

Strengthening stakeholder input
into decision making regarding

water as a
fundamental
national asset

Civic Offices, Limerick Road
Nenagh, Co. Tipperary
www.nationalwaterforum.ie
info@nationalwaterforum.ie

